Follow the Road to Readiness

Fill in each step with a different color as you complete each task. Put this progress tracker in a place where you'll see it every day to make sure you stay on the path to preparedness.

**Start**
- **Hunt & Gather**: Vital documents collected
- **Paper Party**: Documents photocopied
- **Show the Money**: Fill out the worksheet for financial accounts

**Shopping Spree**
- **Get Carded**: Contact cards distributed to household members
- **Memorize It!**: Mnemonic devices designed and practiced
- **Who’s Who?**: Contact list filled out

**Safety Dance**
- **Safe deposit box** procured if desired

**Go Awkward**
- Cringeworthy family photos for binder selected

**Grand Finale**
- Binder is filled out and decorated, and the household has regrouped and is ready for anything!